The powers of as and (i-x) reflect the behavior of the hard scattering amplitude at the off-shell value kz = (<k!>+&12)/(1-x) where <k:> is set by the s R ectator transverse momentum integrations. The anomalous dimensions y. are the anomalous dimensions of the nucleon's valence Fock state wavefunction at short distances. Their contribution to Gq/p(x,Q) are due to the evolution of the wavefunction integrated up to the transverse momentum scale 1: < k$ as in the corresponding exclusive channel ana1yses.l The last factor Pq(x,Q) represents the target-independent evolution of the structure function due to gluon emission from the struck quark:
where
The lower limit Q2 of the gluon's transverse momentum integration is set by the mean vzlue of the spectator quark's transverse momenta and masses.
This hadronic scale sets the starting point for structure functions evolution.3 Equation (1) then gives the light-cone momentum distribution for parallel-helicity quarks with x near 1 at the transverse momentum scale Q. in the case of the Drell-Yan process qaGb + u+u-, the structure functions evolve to (l-ya)Q2
and (l-yb)Q2 not Q2 = (p++~-)~. The actual evolution of structure functions in deep inelastic lepton scattering is thus controlled by the available energy xB.W2, and is more moderate at xB. -1 than would be expected from lowe i!i t order expectations. computed.' Analy XC forms for the (l-x) behavior are readily i* The most important features are the following:
(1) The 6G/G correction to leading order in as reproduces the critical 2cF(@?2) /4F) log2 n terms in the structure function moments as calculated using the operator product expansion and renormalization group.
In our analysis a series of terms of all orders in (aslog2(l/l-x))por (aslog2n)p arises simply from the fact that the natural evolution parameter for the structure functions Fi(X, ) and momentsan(x,Q) is controlled by (l-y)Q2 < (l-x)Q2 and not Q s ; the The scale parameter A, which has been introduced to eliminate the strong n-dependence of the higher order corrections to the moments is unnecessary.
The fact that xW2 controls the evolution suggest its use in structure function parameterizations and studies of moment factorization in fragmentation processes.
A study of the application of this method to photon structure functions is in progress.
(3) The exclusive-inclusive connection fails in QCD.lp5 At fixed but large W2, F~N(X,Q) falls as (l-x) 3+6 where 6 >O, whereas, modulo logarithmic factors, exclusive channels in QCD give contributions -(l-x)~ from the QD4 scaling of the leading nucleon form factors. Thus exclusive channels will eventually dominate the leading twist contributions to inclusive cross sections at fixed W2, Q2+-m. A complete treatment of the hadron structure functions must take into account higher twist contributions. are suppressed by powers of 1/Q2, Although such contributions they can have fewer powers of (l-x) and, accordingly, may be phenomenologically important in the large x domain.6
In the case of nucleons, the Rfqq -t R'+qq subprocess (in which the lepton recoils against two quarks) leads to a structure function contribution -(l-x)/Q4 since only one quark spectator is required.
A large longitudinal structure function is also expected.6y7 ¶8 Although complete calculations of such terms have not been done, the presence of such terms can reduce the amount of logarithm scale-violation required from the leading twist contributions in phenomenological fits.6pq The analysis of meson structure functions at x-l is similar to that of the baryon, with two striking differences: where the (l-y) behavior corresponds to a longitudinal structure function.
It is also crucial to check that the e+e-+ MX cross section becomes purely longitudinal (sin20)
at large z at moderate Q2. The implications of this high twist contribution for meson production at large pT will be discussed elsewhere.12
